
  

Venice   Survey   2021   FAQ   
  

What   is   Venice   Survey   2021?   
  

Venice   Survey   2021   is   the   effort   to   re-survey   historic   resources   in   the   Venice   Coastal   Zone   
under   the   latest   Venice   Community   Plan   Update.     

  
What   is   the   purpose   of   Venice   Survey   2021?   

  
Over   the   past   few   years,   some   Venice   community   stakeholders   have   expressed   concerns   
regarding   SurveyLA   historic   resources   findings   which   date   to   2015.   In   response   to   community   
concerns,   Venice   Survey   2021   is   taking   place   with   input   from   the   community   to   ensure   the   
latest   information   pertaining   to   potential   historic   resources   within   the   Venice   Coastal   Zone   is   
captured.   During   this   process,   we   hope   to   verify   historic   resource   findings   and   possibly   
determine   if   additional   structures   or   districts   have   become   eligible   for   designation,   or   if   
previously   identified   resources   are   no   longer   eligible.   These   results   will   help   inform   potential   
policies   and/or   zoning   features   in   the   updated   Venice   Community   Plan   process.   
  

What   will   Venice   Survey   2021   Accomplish?   
  

The   results   of   Venice   Survey   2021   will   provide   the   following:   
1. Updated   detailed   analysis   of   contributors   and   non-contributors   in   planning   and   

historic   districts     
2. A   more   intensive   review   of   resources   presented   by   the   community,   including   but   

not   limited   to   community   identified   places,   narratives   and   stories.     
3. ICF   will   prepare   two   (2)   drafts   and   one   (1)   final   Survey   Report.   The   second   and   

final   drafts   will   include   responses   to   comments   from   LACP/OHR.   Narrative   and  
data   from   the   2014-2015   SurveyLA   Venice   Community   Plan   Area   historic   
resources   survey   may   be   incorporated   into   the   final   Survey   Report.   
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What   Impacts   will   Venice   Survey   2021   have   on   Properties   located   
in   the   Venice   Coastal   Zone?     

  
The   impacts   to   any   one   property   will   vary   based   on   Venice   Survey   2021   findings.   Given   that   
the   previous   survey   of   the   Venice   Area   was   completed   in   2015,   we   anticipate   that   many   
properties   will   not   be   significantly   affected   by   2021   historic   resources   findings.   Venice   Survey   
2021   may   identify   individual   properties   and   groups   of   properties   located   in   historic   districts   as   
historic   resources.   For   properties   located   within   historic   district   boundaries,   the   survey   
findings   will   include   whether   the   property   is   a   contributor   or   non-contributor.   If   your   property   is   
identified   as   a   contributor,   any   construction   activity   or   improvement   you   wish   to   make   on   your   
property   may   be   subject   to   additional   review.   Please   note   that   Venice   Survey   2021   will   not   
establish   a   Historic   Preservation   Overlay   Zone   (HPOZ).   For   access   to   a   searchable   database   
and   map   of   what   was   identified   as   a   potential   historic   resource   through   SurveyLA,   please   
click    here .     

  
Who   is   conducting   this   Venice   Survey?     

  
The   Venice   Planning   Team,   in   coordination   with   its   consultant   ICF   and   the   City   of   Los   
Angeles’   Office   of   Historic   Resources   (OHR)   are   conducting   the   Venice   Survey   2021.     

  
Where   Can   I   Get   More   Information?     

  
Please   visit   our    website    for   more   information   on   Venice   Survey   2021.   If   you   wish   to   sign   up   
for   updates,   please   contact   Eva   Chang-Person   at   VeniceLCP@lacity.org.   
  

Who   managed   SurveyLA?     
  

SurveyLA   was   managed   by   the   Office   of   Historic   Resources   (OHR),   a   unit   of   Los   Angeles   
City   Planning.   Information   about   Historic   Resources   Surveys   and   SurveyLA   can   be   accessed   
at    www.surveyla.org     or   by   contacting   the   OHR   at   (213)   847-3676.     
  

Why   did   the   department   conduct   a   citywide   historic   resources   
survey?     
  

SurveyLA   is   the   culmination   of   a   multi-year   study   conducted   by   the   Getty   Conservation   
Institute,   which   found   that   only   about   15   percent   of   Los   Angeles   had   been   previously   
surveyed   to   identify   potential   historic   resources.   Without   a   historic   resources   survey,   places   
that   matter   to   Angelenos   may   be   significantly   altered   or   lost   to   demolition.   Information   gained   
from   the   survey   gives   property   owners   and   developers   greater   certainty   about   the   historic   
significance   of   a   site   up   front   so   they   can   plan   accordingly.   It   also   informs   thoughtful   
decision-making   and   project   review   by   City   officials,   property   owners,   residents   and   
preservation   professionals..     
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What   is   a   historic   resources   survey?     
  

A   historic   resources   survey   is   a   process   of   systematically   identifying,   evaluating,   and   
documenting   properties   that   reflect   important   themes   in   the   city's   growth   and   development   
such   as   architecture,   city   planning,   social   history,   ethnic   heritage,   politics,   industry,   
transportation,   commerce,   entertainment,   and   others.   Historic   resources   include   buildings,   
structures,   objects,   cultural   landscapes,   natural   features,   and   groupings   of   resources   or   areas   
known   as   historic   districts.   Examples   of   types   of   resources,   or   "property   types,"   that   may   be   
included   in   the   citywide   survey   are   residential   subdivisions,   banks,   bridges,   religious   buildings,   
courtyard   apartments,   motion   picture   studios,   and   parks.   SurveyLA   examined   the   entire   city,   by   
community   plan   area,   and   identified   resources   dating   from   approximately   1865   to   about   1980.     
  

How   are   historic   resources   surveys   conducted?     
  

A   historic   resources   survey   typically   begins   with   background   research   on   a   property,   area,   or   
district   to   provide   a   basis   for   evaluating   historical   significance.   Survey   teams   then   conduct   
field   inspections   to   identify   the   resource’s   architectural,   physical,   and   visual   qualities   and   
characteristics;   assess   the   impacts   of   changes   or   alterations;   and   document   the   overall   
condition   through   photography.   These   field   inspections   are   conducted   from   the   public   
right-of-way   and   assess   the   exterior   of   resources   only.   Survey   teams   do   not   access   private   
property,   nor   do   they   ask   questions   of   property   owners   or   residents.     
  

How   were   resources   evaluated?     
  

For   SurveyLA   individual   resources,   non   parcel   resources,   and   districts   were   evaluated   for   
significance   in   accordance   with   criteria   established   for   listing   in   the    National   Register   of   
Historic   Places   and   California   Register   of   Historical   Resources    as   well   as   for   local   designation   
as   City   Historic-Cultural   Monuments   or   Historic   Preservation   Overlay   Zones   (local   historic   
districts).   Survey   results   identify   potential   resources   eligible   for   designation   and   resources   
that   do   not   meet   the   criteria   for   designation.     
  

Do   resources   recorded   through   SurveyLA   and/or   Venice   Survey   
2021   automatically   become   designated?     
  

No.   Although   surveys   identify   and   evaluate   resources   that   may   be   potentially   eligible   for   
designation,   no   actual   designation   will   result   directly   from   being   included   in   SurveyLA   or   
Venice   Survey   2021.   Designations   by   the   City   of   Los   Angeles   and   nominations   to   the   
California   or   National   Registers   are   separate   processes   which   include   property   owner   
notification   and   public   hearings.     
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Where   can   I   find   information   recorded   through   SurveyLA?     
  

Reports   of   the   survey   findings,   by   community   plan   area,   can   be   found   on   the   SurveyLA   
website   ( www.surveyla.org ).   Additionally,   the   Office   of   Historic   Resources   has   published   
SurveyLA   findings   to   HistoricPlacesLA,   Los   Angeles’   Historic   Resources   Inventory.   Please   
note,   the   introduction   of   non-SurveyLA   data   to   HistoricPlacesLA   ( www.historicplacesla.org )   
is   ongoing   and   in   progress.     

  
What   type   of   information   is   available   in   HistoricPlacesLA?     
  

HistoricPlacesLA   includes   information   on   properties   identified   as   potentially   eligible   for   
designation   through   SurveyLA.   The   inventory   also   includes   a   significant   percentage   of   data   
for   designated   historic   resources   including   those   listed   on   the   National   Register   of   Historic   
Places,   the   California   Register   of   Historical   Resources,   designated   City   Historic-Cultural   
Monuments   (HCMs)   and   Historic   Preservation   Overlay   Zones   (HPOZs).   Integration   and   
enhancement   of   data   within   the   inventory   will   be   enhanced   over   time.   Additionally,   data   from   
recent   surveys   completed   by   the   Community   Redevelopment   Agency   (CRA),   and   not   covered   
by   SurveyLA,   will   be   added   to   HistoricPlacesLA.   Survey   results   for   these   areas   are   available   
in   PDF   report   format   at    http://www.preservation.lacity.org/surveyla-findings-and-reports     under   
"Other   Recent   Historic   Resources   Surveys."     
  

Who   conducted   SurveyLA?     
  

The   survey   and   resource   evaluations   were   completed   by   consultant   teams   that   meet   
professional   qualification   standards   in   the   field   of   historic   preservation.   The   teams   worked   
under   contract   to   the   City   of   Los   Angeles   and   under   the   supervision   of   the   Office   of   Historic   
Resources.   Survey   teams   utilized   interns   and   volunteers   with   experience   in   historic   
preservation   and   related   fields   or   with   expertise   in   specific   geographic   areas   of   Los   Angeles.     
  

Can   resources   that   are   less   than   50   years   old   be   considered   
“historic”?   

  
The   National   Register,   California   Register,   and   City   of   Los   Angeles   Historic-Cultural   
Monument   criteria   differ   somewhat   in   how   they   address   properties   of   the   “recent   past.”   A   
resource   that   is   less   than   50   years   old   may   not   be   considered   eligible   for   the   National   
Register   of   Historic   Places   unless   it   is   of   “exceptional   importance.”   Such   a   resource   may   be   
considered   eligible   for   the   California   Register   if   it   can   be   demonstrated   that   sufficient   time   has   
passed   to   understand   and   gain   a   scholarly   perspective   on   its   historic   significance.   The   City   of   
Los   Angeles’   Cultural   Heritage   Ordinance   does   not   have   a   minimum   age   threshold   for  
Historic-Cultural   Monuments.     
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Were   archaeological   resources   surveyed?     
  

Archaeological   resources   were   not   surveyed   through   SurveyLA   but   may   be   included   in   a   
future   survey.   Venice   Survey   2021   will   not   survey   archaeological   resources.     
  

Can   I   contribute   information   to   Venice   Survey   2021?     
  

Yes!   To   contribute   information   about   individual   properties   and   potential   districts   use   the   online   
form   available   at:   
https://preservation.lacity.org/survey/myhistoricla-historic-resource-identification-form     or   
contact   Sara   Delgadillo   Cruz   of   the   Office   of   Historic   Resources   at   (213)   847-3650   or   
sara.cruz@lacity.org .     
  

How   are   survey   findings   being   used?     
  

Survey   findings   are   used   in   a   variety   of   ways.   They   provide   an   important   planning   tool   for   
various   City   agencies   and   departments   to   help   inform   community   plan   updates,   zoning   
decisions,   environmental   reviews,   plan   approval   and   permits,   disaster   response,   and   cultural   
tourism   programs.   Overtime,   data   on   potential   and   designated   historic   resources   will   be   
enhanced   in   HistoricPlacesLA   ( www.historicplacesla.org ).     
  

What   are   the   benefits   of   historic   designation?     
  

The   Mills   Act   Historical   Property   Contract   Program   is   the   City’s   most   significant   financial   
incentive   for   historic   preservation.   It   allows   owners   of   designated   City   Historic-Cultural   
Monuments   (HCMs)   and   contributing   properties   to   Historic   Preservation   Overlay   Zones   
(HPOZs)   to   receive   a   potential   property   tax   reduction   to   help   offset   the   costs   of   substantial   
rehabilitation   and   restoration   of   properties.   For   more   information   regarding   the   Mills   Act   and  
other   benefits   of   historic   designation   contact   the   Office   of   Historic   Resources   at   (213)   
847-3676   or   please   visit   the   website   at    www.preservation.lacity.org/incentives .     
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